2MB Essential Agreement

We will demonstrate APPRECIATION for each other by being friendly and supporting each other.

2MB shows RESPECT towards each for other and will demonstrate TOLERANCE by CARING and showing EMPATHY towards our classmates.

We will show COOPERATION and demonstrate ENTHUSIASM when we work together as a friendly team.

2MB displays COMMITMENT while showing CREATIVITY by being OPEN MINDED and RISK-TAKERS.

We will demonstrate INDEPENDENCE by working with confidence as we are PRINCIPLED and INQUIRERS.

2MB will demonstrate CURIOSITY by being REFLECTIVE and THINKERS.

We will show INTEGRITY in the classroom and the playground at all times by being honest and fair.
2MB will work towards showing all of the PYP attitudes and the Learner Profile attributes.

Negative Consequences

If we do not follow the Essential Agreement there will be consequences for our actions:

- You will be given a warning and need to move your peg down on the behaviour chart.
  - You will need to stay in for part of recess/lunch if you waste time.
  - If you continue to make poor choices parents will be contacted.

POSITIVE CONSEQUENCES

If we follow the Essential Agreement there will be consequences for our actions:

- You will be asked to move your peg up on the behaviour chart.
- Celebrate our success when we follow the Essential Agreement.